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June 26, 2001 The simple MIME content-types, such as "text/plain" provide a mechanism for representing a simple object, such as a text document. The Multipart/Related [RFC2387] content-type provides a mechanism for representing a compound object, such as a text document with two gif images. A compound object consists of a root component, which contains references to other components of the compound object. These components may, in turn, contain references to other components of the compound object. For example, a compound object could consist of a root html text component and two gif components --each referenced by the root component.
A compound object and a component are both abstractions. For transmission over the wire, each needs a representation. A "Multipart/Related entity" is one possible representation of a compound object, and a "body part" is one possible representation of a component.
Within a Multipart/Related entity, the number of octets separating a body part from its reference in some other body part is arbitrarily long. For a memory constrained Receiving User Agent, there is a need to keep the number of octets between a body part and its reference below some maximum number. This requirement implies the need to define some unit that represents a part of a component and to be able to interleave these units among those from other components.
This document defines a new MIME content-type Application/Multiplexed that provides a simple solution to this problem. There are compound objects that a Receiving User Agent can successfully receive as an Application/Multiplexed entity but not as a Multipart/Related entity because of memory constraints. It is recognized that are compound objects that a Receiving User Agent can successfully receive via a protocol but not as a Application/Multiplexed entity. However, there are circumstances where it is preferable to transmit a compound object via a stream of octets rather than via a protocol.
The Application/Multiplexed content-type, like the Multipart/Related content-type, provides a common mechanism for representing a compound object. A Multipart/Related entity consists of sequence of body parts separated by boundary strings, and each body part represents a component of the compound object. An Application/Multiplexed entity contains a sequence of chunks, each of whose length is specified in the chunk header. Each chunk contains a message or a part of a message. Each message represents a component of the compound object. Chunks from different messages can be interleaved.
Terminology
This document uses some of the MIME terms that are defined in [RFC2045]. The following are the terms used in this document:
Entity: the headers and the content. In this document, the term "entity" describes all the octets that represent a compound object. Message: an entity as in [RFC2045] . In this document, the term "message" describes all octets that represent one component of a compound object. That is, it has MIME headers and content.
Body Part: an entity inside a multipart. That is, a body part is the headers and content (i.e. octets) between the multipart boundary strings not including the CRLF at the beginning and end. This document never uses "entity" to mean "body part".
Headers: the initial lines of an entity, message or body part. An empty line (i.e. two adjacent CRLFs) terminates the headers. Sometimes the term "MIME header" is used instead of just "header".
Content: the part of an entity, message or body part that follows the headers (i.e. follows the two adjacent CRLFs). The content of a body part ends at the octet preceding the CRLF before the multipart boundary string. The content of a message ends at the octets specified by the length field in the Chunk Header.
Receiving User Agent: the software that receives and processes a MIME entity.
This document uses the following additional terms.
Chunk: a chunk of data, consisting of a chunk header, a chunk payload and a CR LF.
Chunk Header: the first line of a chunk. The line consists of the "CHK" keyword, the message number, the length and the continuation indicator, each separated by a single blank. A CR LF terminates the line. Each message in an application/multiplexed entity has a message number that normally differs from the message numbers of all other messages in the application/multiplexed entity. The message number 0 is reserved for final Chunk Header in the application/multiplexed entity.
Chunk Payload: the octets between the Chunk Header and the Chunk Header of the next chunk. The length field in the header's length field specifies the octets. The Chunk Payload is either a complete message or a part of a message. The continuation field in the header specifies whether the chunk is the last chunk of the message.
CR LF: A CR LF terminates each chunk in order to provide visual separation from the next chunk header. For an Application/Multiplexed entity, there is one parameter for the Content-Type header. It is a "type" parameter, and it is like the "type" parameter for the Multipart/Related content-type. The value of the "type" parameter must be the content-type of the root message and it effectively specifies the type of the compound object.
An Application/Multiplexed entity contains a sequence of chunks. Each chunk consists of a chunk header, a chunk payload and a CR LF.
-The chunk header consists of a "CHK" keyword followed by the message number, the chunk payload length, whether the chunk is the last chunk of a message, and finally a CR LF. The length field removes the need for boundary strings that Multipart uses. (See section 3.1 for the syntax of a chunk header).
-The chunk payload is a sequence of octets that is either a complete message or a part of a message.
-The CR LF provides visual separation from the following chunk Each message represents a component of the compound object, and a message is intended to have exactly the same representation, octet for octet, as a body part of a Multipart/Related entity that represents the same component. When a message is split across multiple chunks, the chunks need not be contiguous.
The contents of an Application/Multiplexed entity have the following properties:
1)The first chunk contains a complete or partial message that (in either case) represents the root component of the compound object.
2)Additional chunks contain messages or partial messages that represent some component of the compound object.
3 4)A message can be broken into multiple parts and each break can occur anywhere within the message. Each part of the message is zero or more bytes in length and each part of the message is the contents of its own chunk. The order of the chunks within the Application/Multiplexed entity must be the same as the order of the parts within the message.
5)
A message represents a component of a compound object, and it is intended that it have exactly the same representation, octet for octet, as a body part of a Multipart/Related entity that represents the same component. In particular, the message may contain a Content-Type header to specify the content-type of the message content. Also, the message may contain a Content-ID header and/or Content-Location header to identify a message that is referenced from within another message.
See section 4 for a discussion displaying an Application/Multiplexed entity.
Syntax of Application/Multiplexed Contents
The ABNF [RFC2234] for the contents of an Application/Multiplexed entity is: contents = *chunk finalChunk chunk = header payload CR LF header = "CHK" SP messageNumber SP length SP isMore CR LF messageNumber = 1..2147483647 length = 0..2147483647 isMore = "MORE" / "LAST" payload = *OCTET finalChunk = finalHeader CR LF finalHeader = "CHK" SP "0" SP "0" SP "LAST" CR LF The messageNumber field specifies the message that the chunk is associated with. See the end of this section for more details.
The length field specifies the number of octets in the chunk payload (represented in ABNF as "payload"). The first octet of the chunk payload is the one immediately following the LF (i.e. final octet) of the chunk header. The last octet of the chunk payload is the one immediately preceding the two octets CR LF that end the chunk.
The isMore field has a value of "LAST" for the last chunk of a message and "MORE" for all other chunks of a message. Normally each message in an Application/Multiplexed entity has a unique message number, and a message consists of the concatenation of all the octets from the one or more chunks with the same message number. The isMore field of the chunk header of the last chunk of each message must have a value of "LAST" and the isMore field of the chunk header of all other chunks must have a value of "MORE".
Two or more messages may have the same message number, though such reuse of message numbers is not recommended. The chunks with the same message number represent a sequence of one or more messages where the isMore field of the chunk header of the last chunk of each message has a value of "LAST". All chunks whose isMore field of the chunk header has the value of "MORE" belong to the same message as the next chunk (in sequence) whose isMore field of the chunk header has the value of "LAST". In other words, if two messages have the same message number, the last chunk of the first message must occur before the first chunk of the second message.
The behavior of the Receiving User Agent is undefined if the final Chunk (i.e. the Chunk whose chunk header is "CHK 0 0 LAST") occurs before the last chunk of every message has occurred.
Two adjacent chunks usually have different message numbers, but they may have the same message number. If two adjacent chunks have the same message number, the two chunks could be combined into a single chunk, but they need not be combined.
The number of octets in a chunk payload may be zero, and an application/multiplexed entity may contain any number of chunks with zero octets of chunk payload. For example, the last chunk of each message may contain zero octets for programming convenience. As another example, suppose that a particular compound object format requires that referenced messages occur before the root message. This document requires that the first chunk of an application/multiplexed entity contain the root message or a part of it. So, the first chunk contains a chunk payload of zero octets with the first octet of the root message in the second chunk. That is, all of the message headers of the root message are in the second chunk. As an extreme, but unlikely example, it would be possible to have a message broken into ten chunks with zero octet chunk payloads in all chunks except for chunks 4 and 7.
Parameters for Application/Multiplexed
This section defines additional parameters for Application/Multiplexed. The type parameter must be specified and its value is the contenttype of the "root" message. It permits a MIME Receiving User Agent to determine the content-type without reference to the enclosed message. If the value of the type parameter differs from the content-type of the root message, the Receiving User Agent's behavior is undefined.
3.2.2Syntax
The syntax for the "parameter" of the Multipart/Interleaved contenttype (in addition to the parameters specified for multipart) is: parameter := "type" "=" type "/" subtype ; cf.
[RFC2045]
Handling Application/Multiplexed Entities
The application that handles the Application/Multiplexed entity has the responsibility for displaying the entity. However, Application/Multiplexed messages may contain Content-Disposition headers that provide suggestions for the display and storage of a message, and in some cases the application may pay attention to such headers.
As a reminder, Content-Disposition headers [RFC1806] allow the sender to suggest presentation styles for MIME messages. There are two presentation styles, 'inline' and 'attachment'. Content-Disposition headers have a parameter for specifying a suggested file name for storage.
There are three cases to consider for handling Application/Multiplexed entities: The images are encoded in binary. The string "<<binary data>>" and "<<part of binary data>>", in each example, represents all or part of the binary data of each image. Two of the images are potentially side by side, and the third image is displayed later in the document. All of the images are identified by Content-Id, and two of the images are also identified by a Content-Location. One of the images references the Content-Location.
The first example shows a Multipart/Related representation of the compound object in order to provide a representation that the reader is familiar with. The remaining examples show Application/Multiplexed representations of the same compound object. In the second example, each chunk contains a whole message. In the third example, the XHTML message is split across 3 chunks, and these chunks are interleaved among the three image messages. In the fourth example, the XHTML message is split across 4 chunks, and the two side-by-side images are each split across two chunks. The XHTML chunks are interleaved among the image chunks. In the fifth example, there are chunks with empty payloads and adjacent chunks with the same message number. In this example, the compound object is represented as an Application/Multiplexed. The message that represents the XHTML (root) component is split across multiple chunks. The messages that contain the image components are not split across multiple chunks.
In this example, the compound object is represented as an Application/Multiplexed entity. The message containing the XHTML component is split into 3 pieces so that the reference to an image is as close as possible to the beginning of the chunk. The chunk containing the referenced image message occurs just before the chunk with the reference. This minimizes the distance between reference and referenced message.
Note that there are other possible arrangements (see the third example in section 5.2.3). For example, a sender could split the XHTML message so that the reference to an image is as close as possible to the end of the chunk. Then the chunk containing the referenced image message should occur just after the chunk with the reference. The sender could mix this strategy with the one used in this example. In this example, the compound object is represented as an Application/Multiplexed. The message that represents the XHTML (root) component is split across multiple chunks. The messages that contain the image components are not split across multiple chunks.
In this example, the compound object is represented as an Application/Multiplexed entity. The message containing the XHTML component is split into 4 pieces so that the reference to an image is as close as possible to either the beginning or the end of the chunk.
In the former case, the chunk containing the referenced image message occurs just before the chunk with the reference (see the first two images in this example). In the later case, the chunk containing the referenced image message occurs just after the chunk with the reference (see the third image in this example). This minimizes the distance between reference and referenced message. In addition, the first two image messages are split into two chunks each. 
Example of Chunks with Empty Payloads
This example is identical to the previous one except that some chunks have a chunk payload of zero octets. The root message starts with a chunk whose payload is empty and every message ends with a chunk whose payload is empty. This example also shows two adjacent chunks that are from the same message. These two chunks could be coalesced into a single chunk, but they might be kept separate for programming convenience. 
Content

Storing Application/Multiplexed Entities
The Application/Multiplexed content-type will be used for objects that have internal linkages between the messages. When the objects are stored the linkages may require processing by the application or its receiving user agent.
Recursion
MIME is a recursive structure. Hence, it is possible for an Application/Multiplexed entity to contain other Application/Multiplexed entities.
Configuration Considerations
It is suggested that MUAs that use configuration mechanisms of [RFC1524] . For an example, refer to Application/Multiplexed as Application/Multiplexed/<type>, where <type> is the value of the "type" parameter.
Security Considerations
Security considerations relevant to Application/Multiplexed are identical to those of the underlying content-type.
Registration Information for Application/Multiplexed
The following form is copied from RFC 1590, Appendix A.
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